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A JOURNEY INTO WORDS

By Isabel Stilwell

Jumping from letter to letter, from word to word, you leave your small little world and find a much bigger one. You can read a newspaper, a note from the bank, a letter from a friend, a political manifest or a book, and with this ability you make informed choices, you find another meaning for freedom.

Jumping from letter to letter, from word to word, your hand racing ahead of you, as it transforms your thoughts into written meaning, accessible to all, you are able to express your feelings, protest, thank, demand.

Reading and writing gives you control over your life, and adds to it the power of sharing and creating magic, of widening your views, finding yourself in between the lines, of step by step travelling the world – the world outside, but also to the depth of yourself. That is why it is worth going to school. That is why it is a crime to steal this opportunity of any child. I wouldn’t forgive anybody if they had stolen mine.
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